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Sun-Save Tank

Information on the thermal solar components developed by SUNPOWER s.r.o.

6000 litre Sunsave was build trough a
hole of 60cm x 60 cm

3000 Litre Sunsave

10.000 Litre sunsave in a hotel
Sunsave modules inside a cellar
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The Sun-Save Tank

Sample of the construction phase of the Sun-Save Tank

The Sun-Save-Tank has been especially developed for solar systems. As SUNPOWER began to
install solar systems it quickly became clear that the usual tanks were much too small for
professional solar systems. But it is hard to bring a bigger cylinder (> 2000 litre) into an existing
house without any damages of the house.
There are some points that professional buffer tanks have to fulfill:
• Good insulation
• Easy to install in any size room
• Extremely flexible in both size and shape
• Stabile temperature layers
• Maintenance free
• Easy to integrate into an existing heating system
• Ideal for use with room heating and domestic hot water
• Compatible to Austrian Hotel standards
• High temps for heating and low temps for cooling in one tank
• Minimum of 10 year warranty

Due to these “must have” points SUNPOWER developed a pressure less buffer tank called the
SUN-SAVE. The SUN-SAVE tank can be built in any room due to the small size and simple design
of the tanks components making it possible to fit them through any conventional doorways. The
Sun-Save tank can be built as cylinder or a rectangular tank.
The insulation modules (15 cm thick) make the frame. A metal coat takes the static load (Cylinder
version) or the walls of the room can take over the task (individual version).
1. Temperature Layers:
The incoming energy has to be stored in stabile layers this is especially because solar energy
is collected at different temperatures over a day. It therefore makes no sense to mix these
temperatures within the tank. The buffer tank has to be able to store the low temperatures in
the lower regions of the tank and the higher temperatures in the upper layers.
These different layers must be very stabile. That means the layers must not be mixed by
convection inside the tank. Therefore the SUN-SAVE has absolutely no metal inside the
tank it has a butyl liner, particularly no metal walls as is present in alternative cylinders on
the market, metal present inside the tank will destroy the separated temperatures by
convection. The Sun-Save has been designed and built with material that has very low
thermal conductance i.e. the butyl liner.
To have good and stabile separated temperature levels in the tank is a basic requirement to
get a professional efficient solar system.
Convection in the SUN-SAVE tank only occurs inside of the Layer-Column, the column
separates the incoming temperatures just by convection inside of the column, the volume of
water outside the column therefore gets no turbulence. The result is that the tank stores the
high temperatures in upper regions of the tanks and cold temperatures in lower regions of
the tank.
There are 8 connections in the standard layer column; these connections are made of plastic
pipes at different heights inside the column. 2 Connections (in/out) each for: Solar, Fresh
water, Heating and Boiler.

Examples:
The water for the solar energy will be taken out at the lowest point of the tank; this is because the
solar system will always need the coldest temperature from the tank. This cold water will travel
through the Solar-station and will be heated via a plate exchanger. That heated water comes back
into the tank inside of the layer column. The pipe for the solar input ends in the lower third of the
tank. The water comes out of that pipe and climbs up inside the layer column by lower density of
hot water against the higher density of cold water in the tank. The water climbs up as long as it
comes to a layer with the same temperature in the tank. Now it goes out of the layer column through
the holes. The result is usable temperature within very short time. Just the upper most layers of the

tank will be heated.
The water for the fresh-water station will be taken out at the upper most layers i.e.: the hottest point
of the tank. It goes through the freshwater station and will be cooled
down there. It comes back into the tank as cold water inside of the layer column and leaves the
incoming pipe also in the lower third of the tank. There it sinks down inside of the column due to its
higher density to the right layer and trickles out into the tank.
The other functions (heating, boiler) are working by the same principle. Due to this layer-function
we can talk about a “variable volume” of the tank.
The whole tank will not have to be heated to get the required energy at a usable temperature level.
Internal coils are not used to ensure that the incoming energy will be stored at exactly the right
layer; also this allows the layers of the tank to be stored for a long time without them being mixed
up inside the tank due to convection. One of the most important facts of the layer column is the fact
that you can produce usable hot water fast with low radiation,because you must only warm up the
content of the layercolumn ,not the whole tank ,before hot water is available.

2. The disadvantages of traditional buffer tanks:
Coils inside of a traditional tank are made of metal. These coils are often positioned at over half the
height of the tank. That means one coil covers a lot of layers. These coils have a lot of water inside
of them cause convection inside of the coil because of the different temperature in it. In fact it is not
possible to store stabile layers inside of these traditional metal tanks because the internal coils
destroy the layers.
A further disadvantage of traditional tanks is that the internal coils cause a lot of turbulence inside
of the tanks when the energy is being collected in the tank. The result in these traditional tanks is
that as the coil is heated and gives the energy over to the buffer-water, that water starts to climb up
without any control. It cools down by turbulence and mixing with the buffer water. The result is a
lot of buffer-water at a low temperature level. That can be useless. We have to heat up more buffer
water to get a usable temperature-level as we need. We are wasting energy.
Another point is the volume of traditional buffer tanks. Most of the tanks available on the market
are much too small. The reason for this is always that it is almost impossible to bring a classic
buffer tank with a good volume into an existing house, the buffer tanks are generally too big for
doors and ceiling heights and also very heavy due to the metal. To avoid these troubles small
buffers are used. These cylinders have to store the required energy at a very high temperature level
due to the small volume.
A mass of energy has to be stored. It can be stored at a high temperature level with a small volume
or vice versa at a lower temperature level but a higher volume. The higher the volume of a tank the
better the layer system of it has to be!

One of the biggest disadvantages of small buffers with high temperatures is the big energy losses.
The smaller the volume of the tank the bigger is the surface against the volume of it.
500 litre tank has approx. 100 litres per m²surface (5m² surface)
5000 litre tank has approx. 325 litres per m²
surface (15 m² surface) That means 10 times more volume by only 3 times more surface
The higher the surface against the volume the higher the chance for the energy to leave the
tank!
3. Temperature:
The bigger the difference between the room temperature against the tank temperature (dt), the
bigger the requirements to the insulation of the tank. Temperature will always goes from a higher
level to a lower level.
Usually it must be ensured the highest temperature level in the tank is NOT more than 65°C, which
is stored in the upper most layers of the tank. The middle layers should never be above 45/50°C.
The higher the temperature in a tank the higher the energy losses because of higher dT!
That can be shown with the very simple equation:
Q = m * c * dt
Q = Energy [W]
m = Mass of water (kg)
c = specific value of water to store heat [value f o r water = 1,16]
dt =Difference of Temperature between tank and room [°K]
Example:
Room temperature 20°C 500 litre cylinder with a temperature of 80°C, (dt=60), has the same energy
as a 1000 litre buffer with 50°C (dt=30).
Q = m * c * dt
500 * 1,16 * 60 = 34,8 kWh
1000 * 1,16 * 30 = 34,8 kWh
The 1000 litre cylinder has less volume against its surface and therefore has a much smaller dt.
There is the same energy in the tank at a useful temperature level but with much less heat loss. Very
simple physics!
A buffer tank used in a private home that is required to be heated above 65°C is inappropriately
designed, there is obviously heat loss occurring and hence wasted energy occurring. Nobody needs
a higher temperature than 65°C in a private home. A higher temperature will just cost money and
waste energy.
4. The Controller:
We use a UVR1611 controller. This controller is the most used unit for solar and heating
systems in Austria and Germany. It has developed by an Austrian company named TA

(Technische Alternative www.ta.co.at ). Members of the SUNPOWER team have also contributed
to the development of the controller. This controller is used with the SUN-SAVE tank because it is
free programmable and very flexible, it can be adapted to almost all heating systems.

5. The Exchangers:

It is a requirement to have a hydraulic separation between the SUN-SAVE and the rest of the
system. This means the SUN-SAVE tank is a pressure less tank system, therefore to get energy into
and out of the tank flat plate heat exchanger have to be used.
SUNPOWER have developed special pre-assembled exchanger stations. These stations are made of
high quality Alfa Laval stainless steel plate exchangers, valves and Grundfos pumps. These
exchanger stations have to fulfill the special requirements of the Sun-Save tank, which are that the
big volume of water has to be transported with very low speed inside the tank and the rpm of the

pumps have to be controlled. SUNPOWER developed four standard stations.
They have been developed so that there is never more than 3-5°C temperature difference between
the two sides of a plate exchanger even in the solar circuit. This temperature difference is NOT a
heat loss! The energy is just not given over to the other side of the exchanger.
Example:
The tank has a temperature of 58°C for hot water. This water travels to the hot-water station; the
plate-exchanger can transfer over 53°C to the incoming fresh water. The difference of 5° C goes
back into the tank. It is NOT lost!
The 4 Basic Exchanger stations:
Freshwater station
Solar station
Heating station
Boiler station
The freshwater station has to ensure that the hot water for the kitchen and bathrooms will never go
above or below the chosen parameter. A responsive temperature sensor in the out going freshwater
pipe (hot) controls the speed of the pump that is taking out the energy for hot water from the SunSave. This ensures that the dwelling will always have fresh water with a temperature of 50°C even
if the temperature is 65°C in the upper most layers of the SUN-SAVE tank.
The heating station includes a mixer. The mixer ensures that the chosen maximum temperature for
the heating system will not be exceeded. The temperature for the heating system is “pre-mixed” by
the heating station.
The solar station transports the incoming energy from the solar circle to the SUN-SAVE tank. The
station has two pumps; one for the solar circle and one for the tank circle. The solar circle pump is
generally running always at the same speed, the speed of the tank pump is controlled by the
controller. Based on the temperature levels in the tank the tank-pump takes out the energy from the
plate exchanger.
The boiler station is similar to the heating station but without a mixer.

THE SUNPOWER

Solar panel

Solarpanels as Balconyfence

Construction:
All of the collectors have a static frame (aluminium). On the backsite we find layer of a special nonevaporate insulation material and a metal cover.
The power of the sun will be collected by the absorber strips which give the heat to the Cu-tubes
inside of the absorbers.
The light fall through the front cover – the glass.
There are different kinds of solar glass. We offer only prismatic or anti-reflex solar glass because
the quality of the glass is one of the most important factors for the efficency of the collector.

Our target is a long life collector this is a reason that we use for the connection only metal sealings
,no collectorintegratet Sensor boxes ,only two connections not 4 like other panels .
Notice : Only the Sealing which you don’t need cannot break!
This circumstance would be very important after a couple of years
Use them:
The collectors were used to heat the fluid inside. This collected energy will be used for heating the
house and the hot water. Working together with climatic walls and good house-insulation we are
able to heat the house almost only with solar energy.
We have good experience in reduce
energy costs of hotels, industrial buildings
and private homes in Austria.
Combined with Sunsave Reservoir and Climatic-wall
the collectors reduce the need of fossile energy dramatically.
The already existing heating system in the house will be integrated into the solar heating system.
Our collectors are all available in individual sizes and shapes (quadrangular, triangular, polygonal).
A large collector-area changes the character of the house, so the design and the kind of mounting is
very important.
Some Photos of different ways for Mounting

Hotel in Tyrol with Onroof parallel Panels
Hotel in Tyrol with Onroof increased angel Panel

Facade panels

Different combinations:

We arrange the connection of the panels individual one side or at two side to reduce
the pressure loss to save electrical power, and save pipe material between the panels !
Efficiency:
Maximum efficiency (depends on azimut and angle) 1100 Watt/h
Maximum temperature (hold) 202°C
Collector flow 15 – 70 litre /m²/h
For best results in winter we recommend an azimut of 0° and an angel of 60°.
You avoid overheat the collector in summer and optimize the efficiency in winter. For facade
mounted collectors use more m².

Standard Collectors:
MK2: area 1,83 m² (2000 mm x 915 mm x 90 mm; 38 kg)
MK4: area 3,64 m² (3975 mm x 915 mm x 90 mm; 80 kg)
MK6: area 5,44 m² (5948 mm x 915 mm x 90 mm; 120 kg)

Alu-frame collector with
- 50 mm rockwool insulation and black glass fleece foil
- side insulation 14 mm
- highly selective absorber
- aluframe with special aeration
- special prismatic solar glass
- 0,8 l /m²fluid capacity
- 96% solar absorption; 5% thermal emission
- free, roof (on/in), facade
- individual size and shapes available. Please call us for prices (depends on quantity)

Our panels are certified to EN 12975 quality and performance !!!!!!!!
All collector accessories (mounting materials) and control-units available.
Please call us if you need support for system-design.
The SUN-SAVE tank is used in conjunction with SUNPOWER MK2 (4; 6) flat plate collectors.
These panels have been developed for professional solar systems in the mountains of Austria and
the coast of Greece. This means they have been developed to withstand heavy snow, high wind
speed, salty and dusty air.
Furthermore the panels have been designed to handle a very low supply line temperature as they can
be used in conjunction with our heat-recovery systems. In these systems there is massive
condensation on the absorber due to the cold incoming solar fluid. Alternative panels available on
the market which have not been developed to withstand these conditions are easily destroyed within
a few years.
The panels have absorber strips in a harp design coated with nickel-black-chrome as opposed to
Tinox or Bluetec which have a shorter life expectancy. The harp design is a better design than the
usual one-pipe system because the fluid flow inside the absorber pipes is always turbulent.
This turbulent flow is important for the energy absorption of the solar fluid; if there was only
laminar flow in the pipes only a part of the fluid would be heated. SUNPOWER panels can be used
in low flow, matched flow or high flow .

